First order phase transitions are characterized by the nucleation and evolution of bubbles. The dynamics of cosmological vacuum bubbles, where the order parameter is independent of other degrees of freedom, are well known; more realistic phase transitions in which the order parameter interacts with the other constituents of the Universe is in its infancy. Here we present high-resolution lattice simulations that explore the dynamics of bubble evolution in which the order parameter is coupled to a relativistic fluid. We use a generic, toy potential, that can mimic physics from the GUT scale to the electroweak scale.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Universe had a hot early state-most commonly thought to be a result of post-inflationary reheating. As the Universe cooled, over many orders of magnitude, phase transitions likely occurred at many different scales [1, 2] . There were at least two associated with the Standard Model, the quantum-chromodynamic (QCD) and electro-weak phase transitions, but there may have also been others at higher energy scales.
The possibility of observing gravitational radiation from these phase transitions is exciting. In the Standard Model, the Electroweak phase transition is second-order [3, 4] as the Higgs field smoothly transitions from its hightemperature symmetric state to its low-temperature vacuum expectation value (VEV). However, only minimal modifications to the Higgs potential from new physics beyond the Standard Model [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] can force this transition to be first-order. In this case a tunneling process moves the Higgs field to the vacuum state in the potential at which time the Higgs acquires a VEV. Bubbles form, collide, and coalesce, greatly increasing the possibility of an observable cosmological phase transition by means of searching for the gravitational wave background.
Simulations of vacuum bubbles at different scales confirm that we understand the evolution of these bubbles in many different models. In the vast majority of these simulations, the field that undergoes the phase transition is uncoupled to other degrees of freedom and the velocities of the walls of the bubbles quickly approach the speed of light. Early simulations reduced the number of dimensions of the problem [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] capturing the physics of the direct collisions of two bubbles. The potentials that govern these fields have been growing more complicated, the number of dimensions in the simulations have grown, and much has been learned about the rich dynamics systems of bubbles colliding [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . These advancements have allowed authors to couple the fundamental degree of freedom to other scalar fields, and have shown how energy can be exchanged between the two.
The challenge at the electro-weak scale is greater. Fermions and gauge-bosons coupled to the Higgs field do not have a semi-classical interpretation and cannot be simulated alongside the Higgs field on a classical lattice.
More importantly, the dynamics of the coupled fields are not of the same scale as the dynamics of the Higgs field. During the electro-weak phase transition it is more appropriate to think of the Standard Model fields as a coupled, relativistic fluid.
There has been recent work in this area. A new study of a toy model in 1+1-dimensions [25] has started to probe this question, studying the numerical evolution of dimensionally-reduced bubbles in the presence of a fluid. A subset of these authors, joined by others, have followed up with a a 3+1-dimensional simulation for a specific set of parameters that yields a first-guess at the gravitational radiation produced by the field during this process [26] , although this work does not directly closely examine the dynamics of the bubbles themselves in the coupled field/fluid system. We believe that explicit investigation of the numerical system is necessary first.
Therefore before we direct our attention to the the generation of gravitational radiation, we have to fully understand the evolution of bubbles in such a system. Here we will parameterize the phase transition with a scalar field subject to a canonical kinetic term,
where, for now, we do not specify a coupling between the field and fluid. In order to broadly talk about first-order phase transitions of different strengths, we parameterize the potential V (φ) as in [27] using
This choice of potential gives us flexibility, as it allows for comparisons between the standard thin-wall parameterization of first-order phase transitions, e.g. [15, 18, 28] , as well as models in which the temperature dependence of the potential is explicitly included [25, 26, 29] . Note that we have changed the sign of the field (and therefore the cubic term of Eq. 2) relative to [27] so that the true vacuum lies in the region where φ < 0. We can further define a dimensionless field, and dimensionless coordinates,
which we can use to convert our action, Eq. 1, to
with an effective, dimensionless potential,
parameterized by
This construction defines a broad class of possible firstorder phase transitions. Fig. 1 shows how Eq. 6 can realize phase transitions in which the two minima are approximately the same, α → 1, which provides comparison with historical work on phase transitions in cosmological context (e.g., [28, 29] ) as well as those more common in the particle physics literature α ∼ 0.5 (e.g., [30] ). In this work we will examine three scenarios, (I) The thin-wall limit, where α = 0.96, (II) α = 0.65 which is used in [31] and very similar to the value α = 0.76 [30] associated with a historically interesting standard model electro-weak phase transition, and (III) α = 0.45 a parameterization in which the bubble walls are about as thick as the radii of the bubbles themselves. This is described as an 'intermediate strength transition' in [26] .
In the thin-wall limit, we are used to seeing an almostdegenerate potential parameterized by
where one can translate between the two with
Computationally, case I is the most difficult, as the bubbles produced in this model have thin walls (as discussed in more detail below) and require higher resolution in order to evolve.
Since we will evolve our bubbles on a fixed, nonexpanding grid, the vacuum energy of the true vacuum does not enter into our equations of motion, and thus we choose not to specify it. The overall energy density of the simulation would be important if we included gravitational effects or if we tied the simulation to presentday observables; we leave these two extensions to future work. Here we are more interested in the generic behavior of phase transitions and therefore do not constrain our simulations to a particular energy scale.
The relative contributions of the fluid and field to the overall energy density of the Universe are important. We can define the ratio between the vacuum energy and fluid energy density to be
For a well-motivated phase transition, the parameter β should be known. Here we will keep it as a free parameter, understanding that the β → 0 and β → ∞ limits make the physics of the fluid and field dominant respectively. We organize this paper as follows. In Section II we will describe how we set the initial conditions for bubbles in our three scenarios. We will then introduce our dynamical systems for both the scalar field and coupled relativistic fluid in section III. We present the results of our simulations in section IV and conclude in section V.
II. BUBBLE NUCLEATION
A first order phase transition progresses as regions of space, bubbles, tunnel from the meta-stable configuration of the false vacuum to the the true vacuum. These regions eventually collide and coalesce until the entire volume is in the true vacuum. We must begin by understanding the tunneling event(s) between the two minima. Assuming that the bubble is maximally symmetric, this solution, also known as the classical "bounce" solution [32, 33] , is a solution to the differential equation
with boundary conditions
Traditionally the approximate-hyperbolic tangentsolution to this equation, as in [32, 33] , is sufficient for analytic and numerical work. Here, however, we go beyond this approximation since we depart significantly from the thin-wall limit. As such, we employ a numerical scheme, the shooting method, similar to that of [27] to create our initial conditions. To do this, we discretize Eq. 11 on a 1-dimensional grid, which extends out a large distanceρ from the expected location of the bubble wallR 0 . We begin by setting the field value furthest from the bubble equal to the field value in the false vacuum (effectively applying Eq. 13). We then "undershoot" by guessing a much lower field value in the adjacent grid cell, and solve for successive values of the field using a discretized version of Eq. 11. We then raise the value of the guess until we "overshoot", a condition determined by a sign change of the derivative in the bubble interior. We continue refining the guess until Eq. 12 is satisfied to within an arbitrary tolerance. Fig. 2 shows the results of this analysis for varying values of α. When α ≈ 1, the thickness of the wall is (much) smaller than the scale of the bubble radius [27] 
In this case, the interior of the bubble is stable in the lower minima. This is expected when we are close to the thin-wall limit. However, as α decreases, the bubble radius becomes smaller than the thickness of the wall and the instanton solution no longer interpolates all the way to the lower minima. In this regime the bubbles have a non-analytic profile, and the entire interior region is dynamical as the bubble evolves.
III. RELATIVISTIC FLUIDS
The action for a relativistic fluid can be written as [34] 
where the fluid Lagrangian density is the dimensionless pressure,L
which is parameterized by the dimensionless fluid energy densityǭ and fluid velocity U µ . In this language, the Ricci scalar and Planck mass have dimensionless ana-
Since the fluid is relativistic, it satisfies U µ U µ = −1. To derive equations of motion for the dynamical components of the model we follow a traditional method, e.g. [34] . We start by identifying the dimensionless stress-energy tensor isT
Which, in the absence of coupling, is exactly conserved, D µT µν = 0. We use this conservation to construct evolution equations for the components of the four-velocity, U µ . For the time being, we will assume a general equation of state for the fluid,p = wǭ, and allow for a generic source j ν ,
One can then contract Eq. 20 with U ν to produce a continuity equation for the fluid energy density,
For a non-relativistic fluid consisting of ordinary matter in flat space (U i = γ v ≃ v, w = 0, D µ = ∂ µ , and U µ j µ = σ), Eq. 21 reduces to the usual Navier-Stokes equation,
The next step is to find equations of motion for the U µ and ǫ. We note that we only need to calculate the spatial part of the four-velocity, U i , as normalization requires,
Eq. 21 eventually leads us to the two equations,
and
where
and which we numerically integrate to evolve the fluid. As a further sanity check, we can look at the 1 + 1 dimensional case in the absence of a coupling term. In this case, U i = {u x } = u, and the evolution equations simply become,
In the small u limit, the first equation is recognizable as the inviscid Burgers' equation, and the second as a continuity equation.
It is worth pointing out that this treatment of a relativistic fluid is different from that proposed in [26, 31] . In these references, the authors use the cosmic-fluid-orderparameter-field model [30] where the potential 
They use a set of evolution equations (Eqs. 9 and 10 in [31] or Eqs. 6 and 7 in [26] ),
This set of equations, although more aesthetically pleasant than Eqs. 23 and 24, is a more difficult system to evolve. In particular, theγ term of Eq. 31 requires knowledge of the time-differentiated components of the fluid three-velocity, which are not known quantities in the dynamical system. The system defined by Eqs. 23 and 24 is closed. Our choice of a temperature independent potential, Eq. 6, specifically neglects any spatial gradients in the temperature field that could be present during the phase transition. The effects of temperature dependence seem negligible for the choices of parameters that we study. Additionally it neglects the overall change in temperature of the Universe during the transition. This last effect would, of course, be dominated by the global change in temperature due to the expansion of the Universe which all studies, including ours, neglect.
A. Vacuum Bubbles in the presence of a fluid
To set up a phenomenological model for the interaction between the fluid and field, we closely follow the cosmicfluid-order-parameter-field model, as in [26, 30, 31] . The total stress-energy for the system is
which, in the absence of a coupling, should be conserved independently for the fluid and the field,
In the absence of a fundamental description of the interaction, we rely on a phenomenological interaction
which we introduce to the two conservation equations. The equation for the field,
gives us the Klein-Gordon equation,
The equation for the fluid,
is exactly Eq. 20 with Eq. 35 identified as the source.
IV. RESULTS
We can now explore the three cases we identified in Section I: (I) α = 0.96, (II) α = 0.65 and (III) α = 0.45. For different values of α we need different numerical parameters since the relative scales of the bubble wall thickness and bubble radius varies significantly from case to case. Further, for each case, we chose a set of couplings, ξ, that show how the bubble evolution depends on the strength of the coupling.
We allow the bubble to evolve until the radius of the bubble,R, is at least twice its initial radius,R f > ∼ 2R 0 . First, we will describe the evolution of the bubbles as well as the behavior of the coupled fluid. In Fig. 3 we compare the field profile, the energy density and the radial velocity of the fluid for a one-dimensional slice through the center of the bubble as a function of the radius of the bubble,r. We plot three different time slices, chosen in each case to be the times when an uncoupled bubble reachesR = R 0 , 1.5R 0 , 2R 0 , to show how the dynamical system changes as a function of coupling for each case.
To perform the actual integration, we use a memoryefficient variation of a second-order Runge-Kutta integrator. This method, the 'wedge' method, eliminates the need for multiple, full, copies of the grid at every time step. In a standard second-order Runge-Kutta scheme, two full N 3 copies (where N is the number of grid points along a side) are needed at every time step. Here, we are able to reduce this need to be proportional to N 2 by building up a 'wedge' of 2-dimensional slices that can be stored temporarily and replaced as we loop over the third dimension. We are able to re-use memory allocated to area slices that are no longer needed, while preserving slices that are still required for adjacent evolution. Once a 'final' increment is calculated, the 'final' copy of the grid can be overwritten. This method can be used for explicit Runge-Kutta schemes of arbitrary order n, and given a grid of dimension N 3 , will require only O(n 2 N 2 ) additional memory. This method can be implemented with OpenMP [35] (or other parallel computing schemes) on the area of the grid, with the normal parallel computing idiosyncrasies. We store simulation data using the HDF5 file format [36] .
Case I, the thin-wall limit, corresponds to α = 0.96 . This case is the most difficult to evolve numerically on a static grid, as the scale of the thickness of the bubble wall is much smaller than the size of the bubble and it is necessary to resolve both scales throughout the simulation. For this simulation we use a cautiously high resolution N 3 = 1024 3 , with grid cell spacing dx = 0.005R 0 and a time step of dt = dx/10. Since the field gradients for the bubble are largest in this model, we see significant modification to the evolution of the bubble even for small couplings around ξ ∼ 10 −2 , and we examine up to ξ = 0.2. Fig 3 (a) shows the results of the simulations for α = 0.96.
In case II, we examine a regime where we are no longer in the thin-wall limit, α = 0.65. We still use a high resolution (N 3 = 768 3 ) to ensure accuracy in results, although it is not necessary here to be as cautious as we were in case I. For these simulations, we take dx = 0.01R 0 and dt = dx/10, and ξ varies between 0.06 and 1.0. These simulations can be seen in Fig 3 (b) .
Finally, in case III we look at α = 0.45 [26] . These smaller values for α prove less computationally challenging since the scale of the thickness of the wall is approximately the same size as, or larger than, the radius of the bubble. Since there is only one scale involved, lower resolution is possible. We find very accurate results for N 3 = 512 3 , dx = 0.03R 0 , and dt = dx/10 and we vary ξ from 0.1 to 2.0. These simulations can be seen in Fig 3  (c) .
When the field is not coupled to the fluid, ξ = 0, the Euclidean bubble solution is O(4)-symmetric (SO(3, 1)-symmetry in cosmic time) and we have an analytic expression for how a point on the initial bubble will evolve in time. Specifically, as the bubble evolves, a point at radiusR on the bubble wall obeysR 2 + τ 2 =R 2 0 in thē R − τ plane (where τ = ıt). Equivalently, we expect that the relativistic γ-factor for the velocity of a point on the bubble wall should beR/R 0 . To confirm that our simulations are accurately capturing the dynamics of the bubble evolution, we track the bubble velocity as a function of how large the bubble has grown. We calculate the velocity of the bubble wall by tracking a point on the bubble wall corresponding to the potential maximum at
In Fig. 4 , we plot this relationship, along with snapshots of the bubble and fluid evolution in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows that we are able to resolve the evolution of bubbles, even in the thin wall limits, and know that we can trust our simulations past the point where the bubble has grown by a factor of two. We conservatively cut the simulation off at this point to make comparisons between the three cases of interest. Since lower α simulations require much lower resolution, we would have the capacity to evolve bubbles for α ∼ 0.5 for much longer while still trusting the simulations. Further, Fig. 4 shows the parametric effect that the coupled fluid has on the velocity of the bubble.
The lower set of panes in Fig. 4 shows our main resulta striking effect on the late time velocity of the bubble wall. Here we calculate the velocity of the bubble walls in the presence of a coupled fluid compared to the velocity of the bubble with ξ = 0. As we increase the strength of the coupling, our bubbles have a (fairly constant) late-time velocity that is significantly different from the uncoupled case. For some values of the coupling the velocity can be as low as v = 0.5c, which significantly breaks the SO(3, 1) symmetry of the evolving bubble.
We should note that these simulations are run for β = 0.1, the regime in which the energy density of the Universe is dominated by the fluid. The values of the cou- pling strength ξ are scaled logarithmically over a range of values chosen to illustrate the range of system behaviors. When we move toward β → ∞, we are less able to trust our temperature-independent assumptions; however, the software we present is capable of resolving dynamics in these regimes, so long as we retain a temperature-independent assumption.
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented a set of robust high-resolution numerical simulations of phase transitions in which the order-parameter that defines the phase transition is coupled to a dynamical, relativistic fluid. We show that these simulations accurately track the behavior of the fluid and the field for a wide range of first-order phase transitions between α = 0.45 and α = 0.96, the thin-wall limit. We have also shown that the velocities of the domain walls of these bubbles depend on the strength of the coupling between the fluid and field. We show that even modest couplings cause the bubbles to slow down; breaking the SO(3, 1) symmetry associated with vacuum bubbles.
We consider this work a first-step toward simulating the full dynamics of a first-order phase transition in the presence of a relativistic fluid, building on the numerical work already present in the literature and only the second such simulation to have been computed.
Since we trust the field and fluid evolution, we can use our code to simulate the generation of gravitational radiation in these models. The software presented here can be easily 'sewn in' to the software we used in [37] . In the cases where α ≈ 0.5 we expect to be able to simulate many bubbles in a relatively large volume. It will be a greater challenge in the cases where α → 1; these simulations will likely not exceed N 3 = 1024 3 until new hardware is available.
Another open question probes the nature the coupling between the field and fluid. The choice that we have made here represents a phenomenologically sound dissipative interaction, however it would be good to know whether new understandings of relativistic fluid actions [38, 39] can provide a theoretically motivated interaction term. Further it would be necessary to tie the effective parameters of this model, ξ and the equation-of-state, w, to the parameters of the relevant fundamental particle physics.
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